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Abstract.We investigate low temperature properties of an Ising ferromagnet when the
nearest neighbour coupling constant is dominant. We show that all the translationally
invariant equilibrium states are a superposition of only two extremal states.

Introduction

The existence of a phase transition has been proved for a large class
of spin systems on a lattice [1, 2], but the determination of the number
of pure phases cohexisting below the critical temperature is still an open
problem. Only recently Gallavotti and Miracle Sole [3] have shown,
for the Ising ferromagnet with only nearest neighbour interaction, that
at low enough temperature all translationally invariant equilibrium
states can be expressed as a superposition of only two extremal states.
The aim of this paper is to extend their result to any finite range pair
potential, provided that nearest neighbours interaction is negative, and
"dominant"1.
We consider an Ising spin system, with a pair interaction, enclosed
in a square box A with side L, on a two dimensional square lattice. The
probability of a spin configuration in the box, given a spin configuration
outside, is proportional to:
Σ
(k,k')CΛ

V(k-k')σkσk,+

Σ

V(k-k')σh

kGΛ

The meaning of this term is similar to that used in [1], see formula (2).
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where V(k) is such that
= V(-k);
=0
J-Ί

if

Σ

V(k)=-J

for

\k\ = 1

|fcJ + | f c y > K

(2)

|fc||F(fc)|=J-/) = α > 0 .

k:|k|>l

A boundary condition for the box A is specified by giving a probability distribution bΛ for the configurations outside A.
Recalling that an equilibrium state of an infinite system can be
defined as a family of translationally invariant correlation functions
{<^4>fc} obtained as the limit of correlation functions

keA

(where the bar means average over translations of A in A) for a sequence
of finite boxes with suitable boundary conditions ([3, 4]), the main result
of this paper can be formulated in the following way
p I ι

Theorem. If /?α>21Πn2H

—In 3 any translationally invariant

equilibrium state {(σAyb} is given, for some αfc, O ^ o ^ r g l by:
<σAyb = α&<σ^>+ + (1 - α>) <σ^>_

(3)

the subscripts + ( —) indicate a sequence of boundary conditions defined
by putting all spins outside A equal to + 1 (— 1). A similar theorem has
been proved by Gallavotti and Miracle Sole [3] for the case R = 12.
Following their approach, we will prove two lemmas, by means of which
the theorem is easily obtained. The proof of the theorem is unaffected
by the presence of longer range interactions, and we refer for it to [3].
In Section 1, we will only sketch the underlying physical idea and
formulate the two lemmas.
Section 1
Consider a fixed configuration, τ, of spin outside A: it is well known
that we can associate to each spin configuration a set of disjoint, self
avoiding lines (contours) separating positive from negative spins (for
a discussion of possible ambiguites see Ref. [5]).
Some of these lines are closed, the others that we will call /I's, begin
and end on the boundary of A. These λ lines, whose number is fixed
2
Their result is stronger because they get βα> In 3. The lack of continuity between
the two results is due to the different techniques used.
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+

once τ is fixed, divide A into regions $ 's and 5~'s, with spins along the
boundaries simultaneusly fixed to be all + and — respectively. Assume
now as proven that:
3
±9
a) In any typical configuration the S s are "large", i.e. the area of
the region near the boundaries, where the boundary effects are noticeable,
is neglegible;
b) When A is far enough from the boundary of 51

When A is large enough, the dominat contribution to the average over
translations comes, according to a), from points in the middle of large
regions S*, assumption b) guarantees then that the average value of the
spins products is nearly the value of the corresponding pure phase.
The validity of a) and b) relies on the following two lemmas.
Lemma I. Suppose the spin configurations in A are given the weight (1)
and call p(bΛ,L4/3) the probability that the total lenght ofλ lines, for a given
boundary condition bA, be greater than L 4 / 3 ; if βa> In 3
(4)

where ε(L) is a function, not depending on the choice of bΛ and tending to
zero as L—>oo.
Lemma II. Call 5+ a region, in the spin lattice, such that all the spins
adjacent to its boundary from inside are positive; for all probability distribution b$+ on spin configurations outside B+, we have, if: βa>2R\n2
R
l
+
H -- 2
-— 1Inα3

K^> β+f 6β+ - <σAy+\ ^ f(N(A), d, β)
+

(5)
+

where d is the distance of AC& from the boundary of & ,N(A) is the
number of points in A, and f(N(A), d, β) tends to 0 as d-+ oo.
A similar result holds for 9~.
The proof of Lemma I is similar to the one of Ref. [3] and it is given
in Appendix 1.
Concerning Lemma II, things are more complicate. In the Ising
ferromagnet case, with only n.n. interaction the presence of arbitrary
spin configurations beyond the boundary is immaterial, and the second
Griffith's inequality can be used to get information on the thermodynamic limit of spin correlation functions. When longer range forces
3
A set of configurations consists of typical configurations if its probability tends
to 1 as L tends to infinity.

3
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are included Griffith's inequalities can't be used to get a relation between
finite systems of different size for the class of boundary conditions of
Lemma II, even if the spin interaction is always negative and Fortuin
generalization [6] does not seem to be useful.
In the hypothesis of Lemma II, however, only closed contours are
present in θ*, and techniques introduced by Minlos and Sinai can be
used to study the infinite volume limit of contours correlation functions
[7] and prove the lemma. In the next section we will express spin correlation functions in terms of a special class of contours correlation
functions. Their properties will then be used to prove Lemma II.
Section 2
Consider a region S* and an arbitrary probability distribution fcd±
on the spin configurations outside it. A spin configuration inside θ*
corresponds to a set of closed contours.
In any configuration we can consider the subset of outer contours
(i.e. the contours that may be connected to the boundary of θ* by a
lattice path not intersecting any other contour) as the union of disjoint
chains C 1 ? ..., Cn; a chain C is defined as the smallest set of outer contours such that if two outer contours may be connected by a lattice walk
shorter than R, they belong to the same chain.
Two chains are compatible if they can be found in the same configuration as disjoint chains.
According to this definition, two spin inside different chains are not
interacting: the interaction between chains is only due to the excluded
volume.
Let Cl9..., Cn be a set of compatible chains, in θ*, and X a set of
lattice points external to all the contours of the set.
Let ρ$±>z,β±(Cl5..., Cn\X) be the probability of finding any configuration in 5* containing C l 5 ...,C Π and such that the points xeX
are all external to any contour of the configuration. As a consequence
of the fact that spins inside different outer contours belonging to compatible chains are not interacting, a spin correlation function can be
written as
NA-NA

Σ'

(Cι...C π ):

Ί ••• cn;
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where $(C;) is the set of lattice points contained in the outer contours
of Q, N(Ai) is the number of points in At and the primed sum is on the
n

sets of n compatible chains: the empty set is present only if (Jf,4f = 0.
i
Remark that b$(Cί) φ ± 1 only when Q lies closer than R to the border.
Let now Q$±>b&± (Cί ... Cn) be the probability of finding the set C1 . . . Cn
of compatible chains in any configuration it is easily seen that :

W

where (Q ... Ck, Q ... CJ are compatible.
The chains correlation functions ^± j&a± (Q ... Cn) are similar to the
ones studied by Minlos and Sinai [7], and satisfy the following properties :
R+l

Πa) If C = e~βθί 3 2 < (^)2R for any set of compatible chains C1...Cn
a function ρ(C1 ... Cn) may be uniquely defined, such that

-.Q^e

^

(8)

where |C f | is the total length of outer contours belonging to Ct ;
lib) If C< (±)2R and a(d), ..., θ(CJ are contained in θ±
- / « . i

..Q|<β

2—

^

C

Λ

(9)

where δ is the distance of outer contours belonging to C1? ..., Cn from
the boundary of θ^1.
Proofs of II a and II b are given in Appendix 2.
It follows from II a that, if ζ < (^)2R it is possible to define for any set
of compatible chains Q ... Cn not containing the lattice points X:

... C n ; Q ... Cπ) .

(10)

(Ci. .Ck)

In fact it can be shown using (8), that the r.h.s. in (10) is dominated by an
absolutely convergent series, whose sum has an upper bound given by
(l + Φ)N(x}e

"^ ' where Φ=

^ 2 , and
1 ~~ C

Appendix 2).

£

~βcί^<Φ (see

e
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Two families of infinite volume spin correlation functions can so be
defined, through:

<<Ά>± = Σ

ΣιN(Ai)-N(A)

Σ (±1)'

(Cι...C n )

the r.h.s. is in fact dominated by:
N(A}

o

ίN(A\\
j
n

\ " /

(12)

"

as it is easily checked, using the previous definitions, and noting that
any set of n chains appearing in (11) can be choosen in at most
ways.
If C < (i)2* and (θ(CΊ), . . . , θ(Q) < 5 an upper bound for the difference
between ρ&±>b&± (Q ... C π ; X) and ρ(Q ... C π ; X) as given by (7) and (10)
respectively may be evaluated with standard computations using lib;
it results:

'** ™

(13)

where A is the minimum of the distances of X and Cί ... Cn from the
boundary of &±, and F(N(X)) is finite for finite X.
From (6), (11) and (13) it follows finally
ά_
9

(14)

where G is finite for finite A, and d is the distance of A from the boundary
of 9; (14) proves Lemma II.
Remark. Our condition on the pair interaction is probably too strong
and with a different definition of the contour could possibly be weakened.
We remark however that the weaker condition assumed by Dobrushin
[10] to study the properties of a gas of "extended contours" does not
ensure the existence of only two phases in the low temperature region.
Consider a 2-dimensional spin system with only next nearest neighbour (i.e. consisting of two non-interacting sublattices each with only
nearest neighbour interaction). If the coupling constant is negative this
system satisfies Dobrushin condition but at low temperature at least
three pure phases are present.
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The first two have respectively positive and negative magnetization,
corresponding to simultaneous positive or negative magnetization in the
two sublattices and the third one, with zero magnetization, is a translationally invariant linear combination of the two states corresponding
to opposite magnetization in the two sublattices.
Acknowledgement. We are greatly indebted to G. Gallavotti for having proposed the
problem and for helpful suggestions. Useful discussions with F. Di Liberto are also
acknowledged.

Appendix I

Consider a fixed configuration τ of spins outside A and a spin configuration σ inside it. Let λ{ . . . λk be the corresponding set of open cons

tours. λί ...λk divide A into regions &1 ...θ s , s^fc+1, (J^^A; an

i
index -I- or — may be assigned to each 5 according to the sign of spins τ
adjacent to its boundary, that is the sign of the spins inside $, adjacent
to λ lines.

Let now σ* be the configuration obtained from σ by flipping all the
spins contained in the regions θf's.
According to an argument of Ginibre, Grossmann, and Ruelle [1]
one has :

2D

The first term on the right hand side is in fact less than the n.n. contribution to energy variation, and the second one has an absolute value
larger than the longer range contributions.
(A.I) can be used to obtain an upper bound for the probability of
finding λί9 ...,λk as open contours, provided spins outside A are fixed.
Observing that if λ1 ... λk are fixed, the spin transformation previously
defined can be inverted one has:
1

V '

-βEΛ(σvτ)

e

where the prime means that the sum runs over spin configurations having
λ1 ... λk as open contours.
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A set λi ...λk, with lengths / 1? ...,4 may be choosen in at most

»
3?<'. ways. Then, if 3e~2^<l

k
)

2

Σ

\*/

(3*- >V *

Λ..-4:
4

^ >0,Σf^^L /

3

7" 4 / 3 \

2α 4/3
(3e^4/3 X (3e-2/>«)Σ^
-2α^
\ ** 11
t[...

Λ
4

\2L

(A.3)

4/3
/Γ
L

where ε(L) does not depend on τ and tends to zero as L-> oo. Note that
in getting (A.I) n.n. dominance has been used, while the finite range
hypothesis is unessential.
Appendix II
+

Consider a region θ , and a fixed configuration τ of spins outside it.
If spin configurations in 5+ are given the weight: pτ(σ) =
where: E^(σ) = Σ

-βE»(σ)

e

Z τ (tf)

V(x - y) σxσy + £ F(x - j;) σ x τ y and

(x,};)Cd

xed

yφ&

Z r (σ)^Σβ-^^>,

(A.4)

<T

chains correlation functions may be written as :
(r
r\
Zτ(Cί...Cn)
^ t (C 1 ...Q=
ZΛ9)

(A.5)

where Zτ (C1 ... Cn) is the contribution to Zτ (5) due to the configurations
containing Cx ... Cn.
For each configuration σ in the numerator, consider in the denominator the configuration σ*, obtained by flipping all the spins in
^(CΊ), ...,$(CJ: the correspondence is one to one.
According to the argument of G.G.R., already used in Appendix I:
n

Ez(σ) - Es(σ*) ^ 2α £. |Q| and therefore :
i

(A.6)
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To prove the existence of the limits of the correlations functions and
estimate the rate of convergence the procedure is almost standard.
Introduced by Ruelle [8] for a gas system in the continous case and
extended by Minlos and Sinai [7] to the "gas of contours" it can be
applied to our case with some obvious changes.
Let J* be the Banach space of the functions φ defined over the sets of
compatible chains, with the norm :
φ = sup

n,Cί...Cn

Define λz& as:

λ(Cl9...,Ca) = 0 if n>l
where the plus subscript to z means that all spins outside 5 ± (C) are
positive. The same argument used for (A.6) yields:
λ(Q^e~2β*W.

(A.I)

For finite 5 and a given τ, also define λ^τ e^ as: λ^τ(C1 ... CJ^O if
n> 1, or if Ct <£ θ for some:

where τc is spin configuration outside C.
Remark that, if 5(C) C & and C lies farther than R from boundary,
λ$ίT = λ, moreover: ^ T (C)<e~ 2 α | c | . Let the operator χd be defined as
where

Gk <P) (Q - Cn) = χ^C, . . . Cn) φ(Q . . . Cn)

and

0

,
otherwise .

Define next the two following operators ^49 and A on

... Q- Σ χ,(CMC)j.(A.8)
CcCi

Γ
J
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For n> 1

φ(C2. ..€„)+ Σ(-l)"
fe^l

£

(Cι...C n )

Σ χ,(Qφ(c2...cn,c)\
J

(A.8)'
(c,...ck)

C,nC,Φ0

and forn > 1
|φ(C 2 ...C B )+ Σ ( - l )
...C^Q

(Cι...c k )

k

Cfc)- V φ(C2...Cn9C)} .
cccj
r

CtnCιΦ0

J

Where the first sum is over the set of contours "intersecting" C1 and
the second over the contours embracing Q.
We say that C "intersects" C(CnCφ0) if some outer contour
belonging to C intersects an outer contour of C', or lies closer than jR
to it; and that C embrases C'(C C C) if all the contours of C' are contained
in an outer contour of C and lie at a distance larger than # from it.
In our case the number of chains of total length £ starting from a given
point is less than 3

2

, [9]. Then observing that k initial points for
/? K \C* \\
a set Cj ... Ck in the first sum may be choosen in at most
M ways
\ /c /
and noting that all C of the second sum should contain a given point
), and therefore intersect a straight line starting from it, one finds; a

I

^fc
o

i
\

T
^

,,

i i^^-b
/ \2

,

i y

/ -r Lx
/
i

\ 2 *l c ιl
2 2

(i-c )
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e~β" < 1. An identical inequality holds for A&. Then, if ζ <(?)2R

JIM <L
(A. 10)

The proof of (8) and (9) in Section 2 now proceds exactly on the same
lines of Ref. [7] and the reader is referred to the summentioned paper
for more details (see Lemma 4, p. 250ff. of Ref. [7]). The simple changes
needed to adapt the proof to our case are briefly discussed below:
consider the two equations:

(A.11)'

φ = λ + Aφ.

If C <(i)2jR due to (A.10), solution of (A.I 1) and (A.I I)' is unique in <# and
it can be shown that (A. 11) is identically satisfied by 4 ρ θ τ and ρ θ r e ^
due to (A.6). Call ρ the solution of (A. 11)'. If ζ < $)2R, η^τ = ρ^τ - χ$ρ is
the unique solution in $ of
%,r = <^,r + Λ % , r

where

(A. 12)

Let now C1 ... Cn be a set of compatible chains, with θ(Q) ... θ(C n )C$,
and δ the distance of C1 . . . Cn from the boundary of 9. In any term
contributing to ξ^τ (Cί ... Cn) there is at least one chain whose total
length is £ ^ -— (the shorter chain consists of — outer contours, of
IV

R

minimal length 4). The argument just used to get (A.9) yields:

and

&.,(€!. ..CJ\ZBιe->«W

+

- + \c Λ>ζ%

(A.13)

where u< 1.
4

All the elements of the set of configurations contributing to Zr(C2 ... Cn) and not
contributing to Z r (Cj ... Cn) should contain at least i) an outer contour γ such that
$(y) C ^(C^; ii) an outer contour intersecting some outer contour of Q or lying closer than
R to it; iii) an outer contour embracing all outer countors of Q; i) and iii), and ii) and
iii) can't happen simultaneously.
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The inequality

2R

is then satisfied if ||^d|| < 1, that is if ζ < $) .
Starting with a region θ~ everything proceeds in the same way; one
gets again Eq. (A.ll)', because

_
z_(# (Cjj

= + +
^+(# (<-);

The π b is

so proven.
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